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Brother has incorporated a series of major changes starting with the model HL-6180 series, in the way the toner cartridge
AND the drum cartridge works in this series. In case you missed it, we encourage you to review it again.

As with previous Brother cartridges, the waste toner is repelled off of the drum to be transferred to the toner unit, but the method
of how this works is now very different.

The waste toner is still transferred to the supply chamber, and this remaining toner MUST still be completely removed from
the supply chamber before adding new toner. Failure to do this will cause backgrounding. In addition to contaminating the
toner cartridge, this may also contaminate the cleaning section of the drum cartridge, which in turn will contaminate the toner
cartridge again. The reasons for this are explained in the following cartridge theory section...

The first new item in this engine is a paper-cleaning roller. This roller cleans off any extra paper dust before the printing process
even begins. It is located just after the paper-feed rollers.

The cleaning section of the drum cartridge no longer consists of a "cleaning brush" and is now a paired system of the cleaning
roller assembly and the transfer roller, but these rollers only play a minor part. The developer roller now has two functions.
In addition to transferring the good toner to the OPC for printing, it now also cleans off the majority of the waste toner from
the drum. This is done by a very complicated series of different electrical charges, and a series of directional changes on the drum
and developer rollers. The developer roller and drum change direction, and charge four times per full drum rotation. This is such a
complicated process that the printers actually have a rotation controller PCB with a microcomputer on it to control it all.

The cleaning roller cleans off any remaining toner that the developer roller did not remove. The transfer roller basically self-cleans
itself of any residual toner or paper dust that might have accumulated in the printing process.

When the drum is cleaned by the transfer roller the surface potential of the drum is dropped (from 900V to about 200V). At this
point the transfer roller and cleaning roller will release the waste toner to the drum. This waste toner is actually then charged by
the corona wire so that the developer roller can pick it up and bring it back into the toner hopper. Both rollers release the waste
toner at the same time. This was done to keep the print speed high, the power supply low, and the cost of the two rollers and
cartridges down.

The drum unit also now has a small waste chamber next to the cleaning roller. The reason for this waste area is for things such as
paper dust that does not transfer well. Since there is a paper-cleaning roller before the cartridges in the printer, this area in theory
should stay fairly empty. The metal roller next to the cleaning roller helps keep the cleaning roller free of anything that does
not transfer.

Since the developer roller now does most of the cleaning work, the condition of the roller while always important, is now much
more so. If the roller has any contamination on it from the toner additives (OEM or aftermarket), it will interfere with the cleaning
cycle and ghosting/backgrounding will result. If the cleaning roller gets contaminated and not cleaned properly the same problem
will result. The main culprit for this used to be the charge felt. It is now the developer roller. It is very important that the developer
roller be cleaned with a dedicated developer roller cleaner. Never use alcohol of any type, as this will strip the conductive coating
off the roller.
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Since the waste toner is transferred back into the supply of the toner cartridge - once you print with a bad toner cartridge,
the drum unit will become contaminated. Even when you change out the toner with a good properly recycled or new OEM cartridge,
the drum unit will transfer some of the bad toner back into the good toner cartridge, which will again cause backgrounding.
Both cartridges will be contaminated again - it can be a vicious circle.

The remaining "toner" in the toner cartridge, when toner low is reached, is just below the bare minimum that can maintain the
proper charge level. When the "change toner" light comes on, the toner will not charge up to the proper level and will cause
the backgrounding. As the toner cartridge reaches the end of its useful life, the printer senses the low charge level in the toner
supply and will try to keep the charge level up. This constant charging keeps an almost "empty" cartridge from backgrounding.
Once the printer cannot get the remaining toner up to the minimum charge, the "change toner" light comes on. The cartridge at
this point will still be printing properly. If you were to take that same cartridge out of the machine for a few days, and then put it
back in the printer without doing anything to it, the cartridge will background. This will happen because the charge level that the
printer was trying so hard to keep up has dissipated, and the materials left can no longer accept a proper charge.

WHAT DOES THIS ALL MEAN?
1. Make sure that your cartridge technicians thoroughly clean out the supply chamber of the toner cartridge.

2. Clean the developer roller with an approved developer roller cleaner (NOT alcohol - that will strip off the conductive coating)

3. In the event that they forget, and you have a backgrounding cartridge. The toner must be completely cleaned out again (do not
use the toner over), and NEW fresh toner MUST be installed.

4. Clean the developer roller (again) with an approved developer roller cleaner (NOT alcohol).

5. The drum unit then has to be taken apart and cleaned out with emphasis on the cleaning roller and transfer roller. This is a very
simple process but very necessary once it is contaminated.

According to our tests, there will be approximately 45-50 grams of toner left when the cartridge is spent. This is normal. The toner
left however, as stated above, is waste toner/paper dust only and must be thrown out or there will be backgrounding issues.
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